1ST ANNUAL SMALL FLOCK & FIBER SYMPOSIUM
SEPT. 23-24: UW ARLEC 2011 FAIRGROUNDS RD CASPER, WY

COME LEARN FLOCK AND FIBER MANAGEMENT

SEPT. 23, 2015 (10a—5p)
- Handling Wool To Enhance Quality (Ron Cole—ASI)
- Using Guardian Animals With Flocks (Cat Urbikit)
- From Fleece to Product (Larry Prager, Ctr of Nation Wool)
- Financing a Flock or Fiber Enterprise (R Scott Stuart, NLPA)
- Dying Wool Yarn (Valerie Spano, Mountain Meadow Wool Mill)
- Predator Prevention w/ Small Flocks (Kent Drake—WDA)

SEPT. 24, 2015 (8a—1p)
- Mentors For Flocks (WWGA—Amy Wallop Hendrickson)
- Shearing Demonstration TBA
- Basic Flock Feeding (Chance Marshall, UW Extension)
- Niche Fiber Opportunities (Valerie Spanos, Mountain Meadow Wool)
- Poisonous Plants (Scott Cotton, UW Extension)
- Marketing Your Product Online (Jenny Nixon, UNL E-COMMERCE Educator)

Pre-register at http://www.eventbrite.com/e/1st-annual-wyoming-small-flock-fiber-symposium-tickets-18317817084 no later than 2pm on September 18, 2015. Fee is $25 (includes registration, 2 lunches and materials). For more information contact Scott Cotton at (307) 235-9400 or Scotton1@uwyo.edu
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